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YOUTH TODAY

THE UKRAINIAN HOME

WHAT Та STUDY LANGUAGES
FOB? TO FORGET?

To make their home beeutiful^—is the" ambition of"
almost all people, especially the young couple -starting
out "on their own." Rich and poor, both are stirred by
this ambition; but whereas, the former can call in an
interior decorator and give him a "carte blanche" in the
matter of expense, the latter have to-be^their owirtie-.
corators and make" every penny .count: 'It is with t h e
latter class that we are chiefly concerned here, for within
it fall many of our younger American-Ukrainians.
As everyone who has tried -it knows, me problem
of making the home as 'attractive as possible is not
easy by any means. A great deal depends upon one's
taste, and the ability to Arid that Which will satisfy that
taste. Yet our youth will find this problem greatly aimplified if they would only realize^-that they .-have a
rich storehouse of Ukrainian decorative" arts, which
would make the home not only beautiful but highly
distinctive as well,—a real Ukrainian home;" And only: one who has seen it, can -realize how appealing and
pleasant a Ukrainiarriicmie"canr-beT^
Well, then; how could I beautify my home with
things Ukrainian?—is the "natural question that rises in
the mind of the readerPrefacing our answer to it, we would say that the
beginning would;have to be humble; A little touch here
and there-would slowly but surely give the home its
Ukrainian character.
Take, for example, the walls of your home. What
do you see there?! Perhaps some fine portraits of great''
Ukrainians', on a background of Ukrainian design? Or
perhaps there is a picture'of some famed historical scene
drawn from the pages of Ukrainian history? Or perhaps there is a striking picture of a Ukrainian type,- a в
Cossack, a "hutzul," peasant, children? ' Or ; a Ukrainian
landscape? Anyone of these would enhance the charm
of your home. Have you any of theaa?. If not, why not
inquire about. ExJhibits of the paintings Of Ukrainian
artists are being presented now in some of our leading
centers. Why not visit one of them? And then, there
is the old country. If there is a sufficient demand, arrangements could be made through responsible dealers
for the importation of paintings.of the many talented
Ukrainian artists there.
But'let us look further: at the furniture in your
home. Is the table covered with some beautifully embroidered Ukrainian table cover? And. Ukrainian, embroidered towels—are there any in your house. They
do look very well, hung in-some appropriate place. Have
you a Ukramian-writing set? It certainly will excite admiration among your friends. And if there is a piano
in your house, is its cover Ukrainian? If you are fortunate in possessing one of the newest-types, the spinet,
you will find that it fairly begs for such a cover. And
by the way, have yon any of the newer Ukrainian cornpositions for the piano, or the violin? Or that bookcase in the corner. Does it contain at least one set
of finely bound Ukrainian books? Are there any of
those excellent and striking-looking old country Ukrainian magazines about?
They too are worthwhile reading.
" All these arersuggestions, nothing more. Their succese depends upon the individual, his taste, and—his
pocketbook.
Do not be discouraged if your first attempts at Ukrainianizing your home are somewhat crude, confused
in style and unsatisfactory in taste. Strive always for
harmonious groupings. Patience will eventually - bring .
happy results.
Perhaps someday you may even be able to afford to
build a home here definitely styled on a Ukrainian home
in the old country, both outside as well as inside, and
modernized, of course, to present-day needs, but retairiing enough of the old country style and spirit to make
it one of the show-places for miles around. It's certainly
worth striving for!

Commenting on the new policy
of the American government, inaugurated by John Collier and
Harold Ickes, to restore the teaching of the Indian languages In
Indian schools, "Progressive Educarion," March, 1936, remarks:
"Advocates of modern Iafl: :
guage teaching In our American';
high schools have for years be^n"
shouting the praises of bi-Hngual-ism as a contribution to culture.—
We must speak French, as wellas English. Spanish.. .has i t s defenders. German and Italian
are each on the approved list of.
many colleges.
"But the' fact to which we as '
a people have been tragicallyc
blind, is that we have been ruth-"
lessly: exterminating, a natural vbi-r.
lingualism which would have^"
placed America in I the vanguard'
of culture. Think of the richness which we as a nation-would;,
possess- if -.our schools had encouraged our citizens who stem
from other nations to study thelanguages' they heard spoken in
their own ;homes!
"The millions of dollars now '
wasted in the modern classes- of
our high schools, where a year
or two of French is studied and
forgotten; might even today Ье-н
turned into the cultivation- ` of
the native- languages of which
too many children have become
ashamed."
A NEW PROFESSION IS-BEING
BOBN?
When C. K. Scott Mdncrieff, the
English writer, well known for
his superb translations, issued, in
1928,'twenty-three volumes of his
translations he was afraid that he
would have to turn to other work
for want of opportunity to continue translating. .
Lately there was published in
England a book on the state of
translation-today.- It is entitled
"Modern Translation," and it was
written by E. Stuart Bates. "As
a business,"—he says in it, "it
may be said to be satisfactory
for a cripple with a private income, no dependents and no literary conscience; hardly otherwise. It is all a makeshift chaos,
in which wages of sin-is success."
The лгегу publication of his
book, however, seems to indicate
that the time will -come, with the
improvement of the public taste,"
when- this branch of literature
will grow to be a recognized profession.
WHY ISN'T THERE A BUSH'
TO BEAD THEM?
Columbia University Library
held recently an exhibition of a
collection of books that have been
censored or banned at various
times in the United States.
A small card, tacked on a wall
of the room in ` which the collection was exhibited, invited the
visitors, saying, "Yon may- take'
out and read these books."
Librarians noticed that there
was no great rush of students
eager, to read the once forbidden
books.
Why was there no rush? Because with the exhibition of these
books they were no longer censored?

VOL.JV
Tans Shevcheako- 4
"UKRAINE "TODAY"
The people -die-—
Within their prison they are
slaughtered: -і
Children without a God or friend—
The Cossack children—and the
daughters,
The beauty of the native land,
Are held in bondage:...
#

#
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Ukraine is flaming to the sky;
.Through villages the nakedссЬЛк:drenWeep for their fathers.
Faded leavesAre rustling o'or the lifelessmeadows,
The- clouds - are drowsing, ;sun'a
And- -villages draw howling sha-c
do we--'
Which scent the corpse....
:

ТНШ7, EVENING STAB

Thou, evening glory of the sky I
Arise above the hill
And we will talk, just you and I,
About the things- we will: .
About the-setting of the sun
In our--beloved Ukraine,
About our villages and folks і
And then—the same againv^.
CONSCRIPTION '
All the boys that are rejec^edr-^
Children of the wealthy:
This one is a cripple and can't
go,
This one is not healthy,- This one's lame and that one's і
cross-eyed.
Same with many others;
All lack something, ..all not
wanted,.
All .rejoin their mothers —
But the widow has one. son
And . he's fitted for the gum.
LOVELESS ЕХШВ -`І have a great and opee heart
Yet none 'With whom to share it.
Thou hast—Thou hast denied ^o .
me
The fortunes of our youth,
Thou hast denied—denied to me `
The love of fleeting youth!
Thou hast not mated my young
heart
With that of some eweet lass!
And now at last- all that is past{ .
My .youthful -nights and days, Without a trace of happiness,
Have simply passed away
In my - exile.
Translated by Waldlmlr Semenyna
Read your Kobzar!

=
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WHAT USE ILLUSIONS?
In a lecture delivered some timeago in a New York organization;'
Dr. ..Ira S. Wile, psychiatrist,
spoke against those who would
like to abolish all our illusions.
"There must be better illusions,
not fewer illusions," he said.
"Our new 'illusions must be -leerpersonal, tending to break down
those other illusions which are
barriers.to unity and happiness.
Illusion enters Lntp every form of
propaganda and teaching. It is
an idea without reason which is
accepted as real but actually Is
unrest."'

- ( Today4 Ukrainian Weekly соях`
eluded ta the Svoboda) -
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A SHORT HfSTORY № UKRAINIAN LITERATURE
B y REV. M. H3NASH ;
(A free translation by S. a )
Because of Its u t t e r submission
to- 1 Soviet propaganda, literature
in the Soviet Union oftentimes assumee grotesque forms: "^Мичи
yards are the settings for many
H romance novel; the fabrication
:
of ft tractor is placed on a spiritural plane. Poetry fares no better.
) For РТаіШіЦ Hrytzko Kolyada
"tihamelesaly produces the followj ing poetic gem:
.-UQ „Poem', Росія моя,
P. Cj Ф. C P r E L l я.
Набудуєм машин,
Набудуєм турбнн,
І будеш сама та,
ІадусгркГ?^^^г'
Шр5
Far worse is Mikola Voroney,
who translates from Russian all
sorts of trash and whose original
writing is baaed upon such ft
theme as, for example, "The Red
Necktie." Another Ukrainian, So; shura, slavishly praises the crowned and uncrowned Russian. oppressors of Ukraine; but even he
has grown silent now, since the
time when he wrote a good piece
of' poetry titled "Mazeppa," for
і which he was strongly criticized
I by- the Soviet authorities and
, "threatened with punishment if he
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persisted in writing not according
to their principles.
There are,' however, Ukrainian
Soviet writers whose talent т а ќ м
them worth mentioning bare:
Mikola Khvilyovey
Mikola Khvilyovey (pen-name),
a worker, was a talented writer,
publicist, and a man of character.
The Soviet regime, however, was
responsible for his suicide. During the Russian Revolution when
Ще Bolshevik hordes advanced
upon Ukraine with their false
calls and promises of "Ukrainization," Khvilyovey, like many
others, believed in them and dedicated. his literary talents for1—
what he believed it to be—a world
revolution. But he quickly discovered that it was impossible to
unite two such alien spirits: that
of freedom loving Ukraine' and
the autocratic imperialistic Russia. He became prey of conflicting emotions, aroused by his realization that that in which he had
believed' was false and untrue t o
his ideals. In writing a hymn in
honor of Lenin, ha could barely
repress from expressing within it
the new hatred h e . f e l t for the
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oppressors of his native land Ukraine. Moscow quickly heard of
this and Khvilovey found btmfwlf
the object of a merciless attack, and finally of a demand to recant and repent Broken in spirit
he "repented," signed
"statements" prepared at Moscow, and
promised to return to .the Bolshevik fold. However, he could
not lie to himself. He could no
longer serve Moscow. In desperation he committed suicide, #and
gave a fresh example that a person of character and personal j
convictions cannot last long in
Ukraine under the Soviets, He
either rebels and is shot, or commits suicide.
Mikola Khvilyovey wrote many
poems and short stories, interesting and in most instances based
upon his own experiences. In his
poetry he appears as the romantic of the workingmen's class. His
types are out of the ordinary, and
created especially for the effect
they make upon the reader. His
chief failing is the over-use of
stock phrases. His language is
choice and modern in style. He
reminds one somewhat of Chekov.
Mikola Voroney

Щі

Mikola 'Voroney ia a poet,
writer and theatrical critic. He
spent a great deal of his- time in
foreign countries and then later
lived in Lviw. Believing in the

Bolshevik "Ukrainization" he returned to Greater Ukraine'under the Soviets in order to better
devote bfawa^if to the task of .
spreading and developing Ukralnian culture. Like many others,
however, he was quickly disillusioned, especially when the Russification of Ukraine was launch- .
ed.
Together with other Ukrain- ian literary lights he soon found
Mm—if in Siberia.
Gregory Kosinka
Gregory Kosinka was a plain
workingman at first, but the desire for education caused him to.
attend gymnasium during his
spare time, so that finally he com;
pleted the sixth grade of it. His
first collection of short stories' '
"Na zolotikh bohiv," which' portrays village life during the revolution, appeared i n ' 1922. His `
pen pictures are clear, frank, and
abound with vitality. A t times
they have the sarcasm of Stefanik. Kosinka wrote for 20 years,
until 1934, the year when Kiroy^.,was assassinated. That year Kosinka was shot for alleged participation in the activities of a ter-:
roristfc . group seeking to over- `
throw the Soviet regime -in Iftg
kraine. His writings are typical- `
ly Soviet and contain too much'-. .
of trivialism. His humorous stories,,..
however, are especially good.
(To be con11nned)
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foundation of the Ukrainian Naa.
tionalist movement
To Julia P.
Below we give some biographical data culled, from ah article in
Cruel jealousy treads hard upon
(Mete:—Although czarist Rusrhe nptj only served his 'people,
iny heart
the Ryetch, of S t Petersburg.
I sia never ceased persecuting Taras
'but "also led them,-and. raised
"Taras Shevchenko was .born. Vague, fearful doubts assail my^ .
'Shevchenko during' his lifetime
‚them ft ^ higher l e v e l . . . He
" troubled mind,
-Ж - і
-1814 in the village ^pfi Mo^
-i nor his memory after his death;
Tis a^ national poet because by
" .rintrii province of Kiev, in t h e Love pregnant' in my soul with?- —latffl jtherf were many ^Russians', . abject feaj ^-.'vfej
'S n a
the power of hip creative genius
family of vpoor serfs belonging
Cries for 'one Word of reassuring? r
і р а о т ‡ л Г them even of the nobility,
ihe. elevated thef language of the
`Ло a nobleman... -His "early"
hopeyv
^
Щ " `е
I w h t r r a o g n W d Shevchenko'srgreatpeople ‡‡он the heights of na-"
knowledge of reading and writYet, thou canst only sadly look pBees.ind who were proud to be 1 tional Hterature, I he. communi-.
ing,—теувп. before' he was ten
and sigh - Jga
-- о %
knSw^has hie friends. In this сой` ; ?cated^te it ail the features and years he could read- the PsalThat: I, bereft of thy love stand' neqtfon it is" interesting іоГгвсаЏ
-ali- the force of literary expres-.
%-.џ -A
ter very expressively,—was one - h aalone
the year 1914-^the centenary-" of
sibn^: And he ffld aQ this with-"
Forlorn and lost, from:the world'
of the circumstances which preShevchenko's birth. Although that
out breaking with his people,
vented the young poet'- from ...__apart.
year the Russian government banCanst thou with calloused hand '..
without abandonning them."
being drowned in the mass of
love's knot unbind
; ned .all demonstrations honoring
serfdom.-..
In
"his.
sixteenth
Before the appearance of ShevAnd with disdainful mien refuse
Shevchenko, yet this did not deter
year
Taras
was
dressed
up
as
chenko "a spirit of desolation"
- - t o hear
many liberal Russians as well as
a page and began to wander
My supplications? Would that I
reigned in his beautiful mother
j Russian journals from speaking
with
his
nomadic
proprietor
in
. could cope
and writing highly of him. The country, continues the writer in
the capacity of an errand-boy. j With thee and tear thy heart
Review of Reviews of June, 1914 the Moscow journal.
from thy white breast
Within three years he was in
(Vol. 49, pages 739-40) contained
, ' "The Ukrainian nation was
To. feed the hungry maw of some
Kiev, Warsaw, Vilna, and final. two such Russian press comments
left to its fate by its educated
wild beast
'ly, cin 1832, he was apprenticed
upon. Shevchenko. Below we reclasses. These classes. became
to "Guild Master, of Painting
I
cannot
in maddened grief furprint this article in its entirety.l
Polonized in that part of UShiryaev," that he might learn
- ther go
kraine which lay to the right of
to
paint
the
portraits
of
his
Curse thee, yet no—for still I
The national poet of Ukraine,
the Dnieper, and those to the
master's family. This painter
" love thee so.
Taras Shevchenko, was born in
left were completely Russified,
M. M.
was not superior tb the teach1814.
His countrymen, the U{having severed all intellectual
ers he had before. But the
Іггяіпіяѓгіа, 1 ^ ; jjart^^ ^^ celebrate
years'of travel and four years'
ДіЬІв year- the centenary ofel-tSeh .(and moral -bonds with their
people. Only in small circles
stay at the capitol undoubtedly- Slav nations, above all his own
birth -of this man who did so
Ukraine, and to establish a repub.
і
of
intelligentsia'
in
the
eastern.
gave the inquisitive youth, bemuch for their nationality. The
lican form of government
part of Ukraine was the fire of
sides the much-liked work of
Czar's government, however, - has
"For this, he, together with
national life . kept burning...
drawing, many observations and
forbidden any celebration, knowother members of the society,
When Shevchenko came he
strong impressions. Hardly two
' big well how much such comme- was arrested in 1847, taken to S t
brought the people and the
years passed, a n d ' the young
moration would revive' the nationPetersburg and confined in the,
educated classes' together in the
painter was bought o u t
In
alistic liberty loving spirit of the
fortress of St. Peter and Paul...
common cause of liberating U1838 Taras became a free man,
Ukrainians. The place the dead
After three years' service he was
; kraine from the yoke of serfand entered the Academy of
poet holds in the hearts of U s
arrested again and sent, this
dom."
Arts, from which he graduated
people is shown by t h e frank
time as a 'political offender,' to
words of the leading liberal jourwith honors in 1844."
The cult of liberty and the wela remote fortress on the bare
nal of Moscow, the Rnssldya VyeEven before this Shevchenko
fare of his people,—these are the
eastern shore of the Caspian
demosti:
had become known as a Ukrainian
basic elements of the poetry of
Sea, where he was kept in strict
poet,—after the publication in
"Shevchenko was a -man Shevchenko.
isolation. Many months passed,
1840 of a collection of poems unwhom fate,—in the words of
sometimes a whole year, with"His ideal is free humanity
der the title of "Kobzar," and in
one of his poems,—compelled
out his getting any communicawhich knows neither master nor
1842 of an historical poem "Hayto 'read all life's dark p a g e s . . . '
tion from the outside world. He
slave, which knows not hosdamaki."
The life of the Ukrainian p o e t . . .
remained there for over seven
tility, violence, and degradation,
"He was a man of decidedly
now seems a sacrifice brought
years. In 1858 he was allowed
which is guided to its life by
liberal tendencies. The life of
on the altar of freedom for his
to return to - St. Petersburg
the moral l a w . . . The ideal of
millions of serfs, among whom
people. This alone was suffland live there under police surShevchenko is the Kingdom of
were his own brothers and sisdent to make Shevchenko a
veillance. He could hardly be.
God on earth, which neither we
ter, inspired him with a feelnational h e r o . . . But fate gave
recognized.
"From a young
nor our grandchildren will see,
ing of hatred of the political
him the power and the possibilman of thirty-three, healthy,
but without which life would
regime in Russia, and this feelfty of not only becoming the
vigorous, cheerful, with a mass
- be poqr and colorless, and huing was strongly reflected in
hero of his nation, but also its
of blond hair on his beautiful
man thought would fade."
his
poems.
But
hisfriends
increator.. .Shevchenko was a nahead, he turned into a decrepit
sisted, and he gave in. His
tional poet not only by the
The memory of Shevchenko is
old man with a gray beard,
writings attracted the attention
form and substance of his nu- alive in the hearts of the Ukrainbald head and broken health."
of the vigilant authorities."
merous works, not only because ian people, from the heights of its
He continued to write even then.
When he returned to his native
be served his people with his 4 nteHi n entsia' to the lowest strata.
But he did not. live long and
place he joined a political soc'etv
His grave became a place of pilsongs, fought for their rights...
died in 1801, three years after
whose aim was to liberate all
grimage; his ideals became the
He was a national poet because
his return from exile."
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RAMBLINGS OF A WORD-HUNTER
Ніде or нігде?
I received the following communication from Stamford, Cohnecticut:
"Dear Editor: -Dear.Mr. Editor,
of course, in your article 11amblings- of a Wood-Hunter', you
I bunted the word 'nowhere'—ніде
wrong. It is supposed to be "нїгде.' Sorry no printing misstake,
savvy? (Sjjjffid) A real patriot,
Bohdan Cuper.
'„
To be sure, there is in the Ui krainian language the word нігде,
ni-hde, which ia a compound of
the prefix jfei" and the' adverb
"ѓде", hdef7which in turn is an
Old' word, corresponding to `-the
Polish "gdzie," and the Russian
"гд"Ь", gdye,-and the Czech "kde".
Щї Though this was a true Ukrain7ian-word, it gradually, came to be
- "de", in accordance with the tendency of the" Ukrainian language
to drop consonants wherever too
many.of them accumulate in the
same, syllable. Dr. Vasyl' Simovychrin his Grammar of the Ukrainian Language calls this phcnomenon винад шелестівок, wypad shelestivok, dropping out of
consonants.^and classifies the examples of ‚tills phenomenon into
several groups, as if to show us
how general; is this phenomenon
in the Ukrainian language. Thus
the Ukrainian says тиждень,
tyzh-den',. but drops "d" in plural:
тижні, tyzh-ni. Likewise he says
радість, ra-dist', but omits "t" in
the adjective formed out of this
nohh: радісний, ra-dis-ny. Глузд,
hluzd, forms the adjective bez. hluz-ny. And so on.
`: This is a-' phenomenon foreign
s. to the! English .language, .-which
" seems to gu'ard" Its:. consonants
-1 vbry jealously,' but; is: known" to
several other languages, notably
French! 13 '
- - е' І'
In accordance with, this- phe" ЙОПІЗПОП, Dr. Simovych speaks in
his gramma?, only of де and only
of ніде. Some dialects preserve
yet the archaic ѓде and нігде,
and for this reason I would advise to use in the literary Ukrainian only де and ніде, reserving ѓде and нігде for those
occasions in which the writer
wants to show -that the person
speaking uses a dialect or that
the time of action is a distant
past.
A Tower of Babel
Among the Russian words of
everyday life enumerated by the
Russian Imperial Academy of
Sciences in their opinion handed
down on the restriction of the
Ukrainian printed word there are
mentioned the words калитка and
форточка, which, too, may seem
to be familiar to every person
who knows the Ukrainian language.
And such a person would surely
be mistaken. The Ukrainian word
калитка is pronounced: ka-lytka, and it means a purse with
money. It is diminutive form of
калита, kalyta. In the Russian
language this word is pronounced
with a palatalized "Iй, and means:
a small gate, usually at the side
of another, much wider gate, the
wide gate being used for wagons,
the small one for pedestrians.
Such a wicket-gate the Ukrainians call фіртка, firt-ka, or фірточка, fir-toch-ka.- A Ukrainian
therefore might take the Russian
word форточка to mean the same,
but he would be wrong again:
форточка in Russian means a
small framed pnne in the window.
which opens on hinges and ќ
used for ventilation. The Ukraininns too. know, this manner of
ventilating their rooms and e l l
such a pane кватирка, kva-tyrka or квартира, kvar-ty-ra. ` It

is a word of Latinr origint from
QUATUOR, four; evidently, the
pane that opened for ventilation
was one fourth of the whole window. ` Щ$,
When you recall whai_.j. said
in the previous article on the
Russian word лошадь and the
'Ukrainian word лоша, and remember what 1 say here on калитка .and форточка, you can
imagine a confusion hT'that scene
in the Russian court,, described
by the Ukrainian writer Makohonenko, in which a Russian sued
a horse-thief . for stealing,- his
horse'through a wicket-gate." The
judge and the defendant are Russians,. while the mauV; witness is
a Ukrainian. -When the judge
speaks of лошадь, he means a
horse; while the Ukrainian imagines a colt or a filly.. When-the
judge' speaks of ќ$литка', he
means; a. wicket-^atei-ywhile the
Ukrainian' imagines `а moneypurse." When -the гПггуірЦп speaks
of the wicket-gate, he says фірточка, and . then the Russian
judger imagines a casement-windowjjjb ventilate a room. And so
witlft^wo languages so closed to
-each other the Russian judge and
the. Ukrainian witness reach a
deadlock, і -т^ Щ
SprlHg fldwersSof Ukraine
The arrival of the spring is
heralded in Ukraine by the sprout ing, shooting up," springing of
various-., spring flowers.
Of them, cone of th^ first arrivals is nepBOUBhY.per-voj-tsvit,
in English PRIMROSE, m `ЛМИdle Latin. PRIMULA, Jin Latin
PRIMULUS.- -rheiLa^in PRTMU.LUSis a, dlminuU^e'-ofJ PRIMUS,
.first, and .the Ukrainian name of
the flower is a compound of nepBO-,'' meaning "first," and ..цвіт.
flower. . The English name is
evidently a hybrid of the -Latin
"primus" "and the "rose." Thus
all these names imprint upon the
memory, the same thing: the
flower's early blooming.
Another- spring flower is бранд уші, bran-du-shi (a p l u r a l
form!), the .well-known CROCUS,
namely the species known by the
scientific name of Crocus reticulatus, a spring variety with striped
flowers. This name CROCUS is
a word of wide geographic and
historic range: in French it is
CROCUS, in Spanish, Portuguese,
and Italian CROCO, in Dutch,
German, and Danish KROKUS,
in Latin CROCUS and CROCUM,
in Greek KROKOS. It was in
Anglo-Saxon CROH, in Hebrew
KARKOM, in Arabic KARKAM
and in Sanscrit KUNKUMA. It
feels so much at home in English
that the poets sing of it in poetry,
as for instance O. W. Holmes:
The spendthrift crocus, bursting
through the mould,
Naked and shivering with his cup
of gold.
The Ukrainians, too, have adopted this word, and call it крокіс,
kro-kis, the wild і saffrom, Carfhaumus crocos, and some Ukrainlan folk-poets, too, sing of
it:

WAKE UP, SPORTSTERS!
Precisely the same .maladies?
which affected sport progress"
among the Ukrainians last year}
seem to grip the youth again this
year. What are they and how can
they be overcome! I shall speak
openly.
In my sport address delivered
at the Third Ukrainian Youth's
Congress in Detroit, when outlining the reasons why sport progress cannot reasonably be expected unless certain difficulties
and conditions are either ameUorated or altogether rectified, these
were some of the reasons among'
those listed:
a) Poor Cooperation, b) Lack
of interest and initiative, c) ` In-;
dividualists and pessimists, d)
Slow response to articles and correspondence. e) Scarcity- of. sport
volunteers. f) Unfulfilled promis es.
To say that the same condltions now prevail Would be putUng it mildly. The" situation is
practically unchanged. Space does
not permit to treat each malady t
specifically, so we shall consider
the ma'or obstacles only. All are
obviously detrimental- to any enterprise. such as conducted by the
Sport Division, and if you feel
guilty of any, please remedy

them!

I

Let's note what happened to
the first three mentioned. Cooperation, as is always the. case
among us Ukrainians, is practical" ly void, leaving the brunt of the
work on the shoulders of a feW
enthusiasts. Sport' initiative .and
interest too seems to be stagnant..
They are apathetic to fie import
tance, and devote their time, to
common everyday doings. Knockers and. sneerers we Лийте manyi
but for them-to-present fa better
way or method is unihought nf.r
' Wanted: a Stamp! щШ
% Although to the casual observer
it ^ may not seem eq, but slow
^'wmnse to'sport articles and re1'
lated. correspondence on" the part"
of the sport njanagera, "team captains and Sport Division ѓєрѓеѓ
sentatives, has been, without a
doubt, the most retardant factor
in our plans and progress. ` Unreaction to sport articles,
unanswered letters, very late replies, has wasted our time and
efforts to a deplorable extent.
Generally sneaking, the Ukrainian Youth totally lacks tact, reply
courtesv and business-like methods.
There are innumerable examples of individuals, who were
approached by mail (we're not
paid to travel for personal contact), time after time, yet they
fail to reply, either favorably
or
unfavorably. For them to4 write
is something strange, so it seems,
but if only, they knew how
-much it would help us'if they
would promptly answer all queries and act upon suggestions and
recommendations!
But it seems this is beyond the
immediate approach of the youth,
and ` they will continue to read
traces the origin of COWSLIP to
COWSLOP, cow-dung). The most
popular is: ряст, riast:.

Встала` й весна,
`ШШі
Чорну землю розбудила,
Уквітчала її- рястом,
Барвінком покрила.

sport articles, or letters and for' get all about it. I wouldn't be
surprised if even this will produce no results. We're accustomed to such treatment. 'If we are
willing to handle hundreds of-letten, why can't yon take'care of
but a few! Won't you please in
the remaining few weeks' of the
basketball season try to answer
all sport requests promptly? Thank you!
Time to Brace Up!
Another factor equally -deplorable among our athletically-inclined, is the reluctance to do his
share in his community, upon
friendly reouest. It is necessary
to know the prevailing conditions
in all Ukrainian localities, particularly of the activity and resuits of athletic teams, but it is
impossible to learn about the
specific state or condition unless
someone from .each town or section informs us of the team's doings! Such requests for informatidn are continuously sent out, but
few, if anyj ever reply.
There is a total lack of initiative, tact, and willingness to help
another, one who is sincere in his
efforts and altruistic in objective.
Sport' Leaders and Representatives shirk1 their duties;'ftotally
unconcerned, leaving worry and
guessing for the Sport Division
executives. Our difficult problem,
national in scope, isn't given half
a chance to be solved. We must
overcome this malady, if we want
to see the Sport Division succeed
and .-progress. The Sport Division
is based on a representative form
of government, but it seems bettar j results could be obtained
through dictatorship.
; - Consider this typical -example
: and" judge for yourself. JOn De-.
-cumber 20th the Ukrainian Week'
ly published an article entitled;"Sport Division Needs "Workers.";
Therein Ve asked t. for -District
Leaders, Sectional Sport I Representatives, Organizers, Research
and Publicity Directors, Statisticians, .so as to offer everyone a
chance to do his -part, and also
to develbp a welhrounded Sport'
Division. The conductor of the PenPal Column also requested his
contributors to volunteer for some
of the above positions. What
was the result! Indications pointed toward a good numerical response. Well, believe it or not,
NOT ONE reply came in from
anyone! What would you do in
this case!
Unfulfilled Promises
Those who so cleverly publicly,
emphasized their, capabilities and
eagerness in sport work at the
recent youth congress, have miserablyv dwindled from the high
pedestal upon which they elevated
themselves. Their promises were
galore,' Dice in every political campaign. But have they even tried'
to fulfill them? Emphatically
‚No!
Have they demonstrated in
deeds what they'boasted in words?
Again, No! What'bee?me of-all
those 'convention^"j"politicians'?
Where are they- and? what' good
have they done during the last
six months??
иЗг^-Жя^
іІІІ AIJEXANDEE YARfiMKO.

TO ONE WHO UNDERSTANDS
Why must I forever mourn?
And to.be sure you know that
Why is my soul—tattered and
Та купили крокосу
PUSSY-WILLOW is called in U. shorn?
Дівчатам у косу.
krainian верба, ver-ba, and the Why do I get up each morn— The well-known spring-flower
twigs of it which the Ukrainian To feel so sorrowful—so forlorn?;.!
SNOWDROP, Galanthus nivalis, is
have blessed on Palm-Sunday is Why does' this world seem so
called in Ukrainian підсніжний, j called шутќа, shut-ka, or лоза;
cruel?
pid-snizh-nyk, which at once allo-za.
Why does Hope feel so futile?—
ludes to the flower's breaking
And the name of the spring Why have!-! lost Faith, the Fuel—
through the snow and suggests
itself in Ukrainian is весна, ves- Upon which is based the Golden
Rule?
its whiteness.
na. It is a km to Latin VER.
Greek EAR, and Old Iranian and Why do I heave unhappy sighs?
COWSLIP, or PAGLE', has in
Old Indian VAS^NTOS.
The I Why do these tears fill up my
Ukrainian several names, some -of
Latin root VER you find in such
v?hJch may stand alongside the
^еуев?^
English words loaned from Latin Why do I hate f ro^ hed Щ rise
COWSLIP in the erudeness of
as:
vernal,
vernation.
To
labor In a World of L'ea?
popular imncrination (Ern?4t Wcefc"BAYONNE RCSE".
er.
ly, in his ROMANCE OF WORDS
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A FEW C O M M E N T S
Ukrainian Christmas
Very interesting.. .those argumentative articles that are appearing in the "Weekly" concerning Ukrainian Christmas. Of
course, being a Ukrainian, I prefer Ukrainian Christmas on January 7 t h . . .irregardlese of whether
I work on that particular day.or
not. I am an American-Ukrainiaa and thus celebrate Christmas
on December 25th {American) and
again on January 7th (Ukrainian).
That, I presume, is logical?
There is something to what
Alexander Yaremko says: that if
we changed to December 25th
the Poles would consider it a victory of some sort But why worry about the Poles? We're not
interested in t h e m . . . we're interested in oursejves. We can't
very well celebrate Ukrainian
Christmas on December 25th while
our people overseas celebrate on
January 7th, can we? The Poles
have nothing to do with i t One
can drag the Russians into it if
one feels like it. Many Russians
also celebrate Christmas on January 7th but that doesn't make us
Russians. One-shouldn't give a hoot
about' outside . countries . . . they
can celebrate Christmas in July
for all we care. The point is: if
January '7th was good enough for
us all these hundreds of years
then why change to . December
25th? A mere mil ion of us here
in America... forty million of us
in the Ukrainian territories. Who'
аге` we here in America to make
important changes in our calendar?
If any changes are to
be made, the Ukrainians overseas
have more right than we to make
the change.
Our people overseas will feel
"double-crossed" or deserted if we
went and celebrated Ukrainian
Christmas o n - December 25th.
Maybe they'd'think we are giving
up .our fight for a free- Ukraine.
They'd think - we are becoming
more- American and less Ukrahv
ian.
They'd feel terribly hurt,'
disappointed, disillusioned. - And
who would blame them?
We can be American... but
don't let our Americanism "drown
out- our Ukrainianism. Those of
us who are making such a fuss
about having Ukrainian Christmas
on -December '25th are simply doing-this because -of convenience.
Our people overseas have a very
hard' life and the majority of
them have had- little оѓ` no op‚portuirity to celebrate our holidays properly.
I wonder how
many of them were able to af. ford a little bread and milk last
January 7 th?"
Perhaps having U k r a i n i a n
Christmas on January 7th is inconvenient to many of u s . . . b u t
what's a little inconvenience? It'll
still be Christmas. Just. remember what sort of a Christinas our
people in Ukraine are having and
thank your lucky star that we're
more fortunate.
Youth Leagues
Thai discussion between Miss
Eva Piddubcheshen 'and Stephen
Shumoyko looks like it will start
things moving. I agree with the
prevailing opinion that one youth
league is all we need, and though
Miss Piddubcheshen says much
she really doesn't accomplish anything. In rejecting Mr. Shurney^ko's proposed plan she fails to
supply one in its place.
Perhaps the solution to this
problem will be found if all- the
Ukrainian youth leagues or their
representatives got together in
Philadelphia this Labor Day (U.
Y. L. of N. A. Congress). I am
sure that a satisfactory conclusion
will be reached. Why not try it?
The only way to settle the argument is to get together. What
about it Miss Piddubcheshen and
Mr. Shumeyko—Philadelphia, this
Labor D a y . . . ?

N

Hobbles
Miss Nene Kardiak's article on
hobbies offered a very interesting
viewpoint. Of course it seems a
silly thing for people to collect

stamps, buttons, pictures, etc., but
if one made a complete investigation one would have a better
opinion of the hobbyist who collects.
I collect postage stamps. Offhand one would say that in being
a stamp collector I am more or
less silly. Maybe s o . . .but do you
know why I collect stamps? No?
I thought not. Well, stamp collccting is interesting.. .especially
when one studies nis stamps. To
prove my point let's take one certain - stamp.. .the Texas stamp
recently issued by the United
States Post Office. To most people -it is just another- three-cent
s t a m p . . . but to collectors its another bit of postal paper for them
to study and add to their respectіve collections. The Texas stamp
has a story to it. ..the story of
the State of T e x a s . . . the Alamo
. . .Samuel Houston and Stephen
Fuller Austin, both pictured on
the stamp. Study the Texas stamp
(now being sold at your post office) and you will learn the history of Texas and its heroes. If
you're not interested in history
there is still science,-aviation, art,
geography and almost anything
you can think of.- Every stamp
has an educational story and if
one would only stop collecting
stamps just for the sake of having them and spend some time
studying them he will then begin
to realize that there's more in
stamp collecting than appears on
the surface.
I can give many other reasons
as to why I collect stamps. Incidentally, one stamp AS SO scarce
that to own it you would have to
pay something in the neighborhood of fifty thousand dollars.
That is for the benefit of those
Who are interested in. the monetary side of the hobby.
Every collector has a good
reason for collecting.
But not all. hobbyists collect.
Some are amateur photographers
and -amateur - radio-men-, і. others
have - made corresponding (Pen
Pal-ingX a -hobby.
There are
countless different kinds of hobbiesi I'd appreciate' Miss - Kardiak
writing an article about her- hobby horse for The Hobby Column. The-"Hobby Column always welcomes material -so,- you hobbyists,
what about a few contributions?
Address
THEODORE LUTWINIAK,
81-83 Grand Street,
Jersey City, N. J.

"LOOKING FOB GAMES"
The following additional teams
have submitted data about themselves,- and are anxious to arrange
games
with
other
Ukrainian
teams:
"Ukrainian Cossacks"—AH Ukrainions; fast amateurs; 17 to
21; Mgr.: Mr. Paul Shefranski, 5
Seneca S t , Boston, Mass.
"Chicago Y. U. N.' (Branch No.
46)—All Ukrainians; amateurs;
.600 winning percentage; 16 to
21;
Capt: Mr. William Sachno,
3114. West -53rd S t , Chicago, Ш.
"Wilmington Ukrainians" — All
Ukrainians (one Swede club member);
in U k r a i n i a n Tri-City
League; strong; 18 to 23; Mgr.:
Mr. Nicholas Figun, 1222 Peach
S t , Wilmington, Del.
"Chester Ukrainians" — All Ukrainians; fast senior amateurs;
in Ukrainian Tri-City League; 18
to 24; Mgr.: Mr. William Haschak,
211 Ward St., Chester, Pa.
The last two teams also have
reserve teams, both fully, uniformed, and confidently challenge
any Ukrainian team in Penneylvania and New Jersey. It, looks
like a hot fight down to the finish
for the Ukrainian championship
this season!

,

AL YAREMKO,
Basketball Director
641 N. 16th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

CAPTAIN NICK HOPEUKRAINIAN ACCORDIONIST
Captain Nick Hope, Accordion
News' columnist, is featured this
month, besides, on our cover. He
deserves this honor. His popularity stands out; his playing and
choice of unexplored compositions
is exceptional. Capt. Hope combines his playing with genuine
entertainment. Humorousness, picturesqueness, and exoticness are
brought out in his interpretations
of music reminiscent of vadeville
and nevertheless too fine to be
classed as a vaudeville act. Our
captain has found a happy medium between the old vaudeville
number and the modern presentation of the accordion.
Nitk Hope adopted the rank of
captain on his origination of the
musical
round-the-world
cruise
that he has presented on the stage
and over the radio. Nick has also
been nicknamed, the globe-trotting accordionist," not for his
traveling accomplishments,
but
for his accordion travelogues.
Captain Hope is a keen observer of musical events concerning
the accordion and his praiseworthy ambition moves him to
apply to his instrument the.newest forms of expression. - He
pauses -not- in his activity, but
without letting his. nerves get the
best of him.
Hope's public appearances inelude his playing as soloist with the
late Roxy and at the Paramount,
Capitol, Rivoli, Loew's State and
other first class theatres in the
United States.
Performed with
the Paramount Publix Circuit; entertained with his- Continental
Orchestra at such night clubs as
the Bal-Musette, Bal Tabarin, Club
Casanova, Cocoanut Grove, and
others.
Personages like Grand
Duchess Marie of Russia, the
Prince of Wales, now Edward
VHI, Admiral Yates Sterling of
the U. S. Navy, and celebrities
like Mary Pickford and Jack
Dempsey have applauded him as
one of their guests entertainers.
Commercially sponsored Captain Hope broadcast with his -accordion over WMCA recently.. H e ,
believes that. he has established
a record as an accordion soloist,
having been featured on an entire accordion program during
fifteen minutes.
One of the duties of a sea captain is to scan the horizon for
coming developments. Our captain scans every musical library
available to him for new folk
compositions from every land.
This constitutes research work
of no mean proportions and the
further study and intrepretation
of the different rhythms of these
strange lands necessitates the expenditure of time and effort without end.
'
Another characteristic of this
artist is that he is able to speak
seven languages well and to get
by in seven others.
Musically
speaking, his repertoire consists
of one thousand selections from
seventy-five different countries of
the world. Captain Hope's cargo
of expression is just as complete
musically as orally.
A few biographical notes about
this sincere and modest accordionist. He.was born in Austria
of Ukrainian parents; studied Polish and German in school; added
Russian and Jewish languages
while selling cigarettes to the soldiers in t{ie trenches during the
late war; he is an international-'
ist: wears suspenders made in
Italy and suits from London, but
his shirts are from France and
he shows all' this attire in Can-(
ada during his vacations.
The
Captain prefers his coffee in the
Automat and no one will blame
him for this; likes to stay up"
late however, and some one might
blame him for that The Captain's
versatality is great, says Ken
McCeleb of the Sunday Mirror
who features Captain Nick Hope
on station WNEW each Saturday
at 7 P. M., on the "Round the
World in New York" program.
(Accordion News, February, 1936)
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RELIGION AND POLITICS
DON'T m
In order to come to some amicable conclusion before Christmas
is again here, I am writing with
the hope, of straightening out a
few misunderstandings in regard
to the controversy which has taken
place relative to the Christmas
dates.
It is evident that several writers strongly believe that the Ukrainians abroad would think we
were simply unpatriotic and unreligious if we dared to change
the present custom of celebrating
Christmas Day on the 7th. From
the several articles defending the
seventh, it seems the writers are
of the opinion that Ukraine will
surely fall as a result of such a
change;
that
the - Ukrainians
abroad would positively disown
us;
that such a change would
cause bitter enemies among .the
American Ukrainians with those
abroad. I am referring especially to Mr. Michael K. Skrabut who
wrote, "My strong belief is that
it Is not the duty or right-of the
one-million Ukrainians living upon
the North American continent to
change or drift away from historical traditions and customs of
the remaining 44 million Ukrainians."
How, Mr. Skrabut, can
these one million Ukrainians,,
thousands of miles away from
the great 44 million, affect and
cripple the so called "freedom"
of Ukraine by merely celebrating
a Holy Day thirteen days earlier?
In what way wiH that enable the Poles to grab our country and
call it their і o w n ? How can i t increase the oppression abroad ?'
Such impossibilities must be laid
aside.
You speak of adhering to historical traditions and customs; do
you follow all of them ?`; Certainly not; living in America makes
that Impossible.
Although Mr. Scrabut accused
me of "thinking low of serious
minded Ukrainians," (such depl or able, reckless use of words)
I do think quite a bit of him, but
at the same time - deny, very
strongly, his acousation.
Of
course, w e are all subject to
criticism, in fact, should look forward for it, but nevertheless we
are all entitled to our opinions
and detest false accusations. Because you cannot prove to me
that you are. right, if you are,
why must you make such untrue
statements?
Yes, it - hurts to
hear your Ukrainian brother say,
in effect, "You think low of intelligent Ukrainians, I hate you!'.'
You shake with Tear and guilt
because our dear ones abroad are
suffering; pain' and hunger. You
write about them, talk about
them, you make a big issue out
of it. Yet, you -stand still—you
do nothing. Words don't mean a
thing; action is what counts.
"Changing the day of the observance of the Birth of Christ,"
you say, "is a weapon which
tends to destroy the spirit of a
free Ukraine." . Christmas is a
Holy Day—God's Day—why mar
it with political thoughts? Remember religion and politics do not
mix well. Whether you are a
Catholic or a Jew, whether you
believe in another world or not,
whether "you observe your Holy
days or whether you forget them,
Ukraine shall be what it shall be,
regardless of any religious changes
here in America.
MARY MUDREY.

ELIZABETH, N. J.
BASKETBALL GAME and SOCIAL
sponsored

by

the

Ukrainian

Social

Club will be held on SATURDAY
Evening, MARCH 21, 1936 at the
Ukranian National Home, 214 Fulton
St. Yonkers Basketeers to rival Ukrainian Social Club In two games.
Refreshments and entertainment. Admisslon IS cts. Commencement at
8:00 P. M.

